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Institute should be a user of the feature packed EduSys ERP solution: The
institute becomes eligible for the scholarship program once they sign-up for the
software at least for a year and only when the payment for it is made in advance. The
award will be presented to the students after the successful execution of the software
in the institution.
Scholarship eligibility for the institutes: For availing a 100% scholarship, the
institute should have a strength of 1000 students. The institute having less strength
will also get the program benefits but in a proportionate basis.
Scholarship Amount: The scholarship endows the exact academic fee amount and
the amount must be Rs. 20,000 or below. In case the fee is above Rs. 20,000, the
remaining amount shall be borne by the student.
Eligible students to receive the reward: The student who secures the topper position
in a class at the end of running academic year will be eligible for the reward. The
scholarship grant will be awarded to the student for the progressing academic year.
The scholarship reward excludes any form of non-academic fees.
Duration to avail the program benefits: This is a limited time program available for
only the first 100 clients of EduSys. The program runs only for the anniversary month
and can be extended or reduced by the company’s discretion.
Implementation and execution of the program: EduSys will manage this entire
Scholarship program in collaboration with the partner institutes. The selection and
rewarding to the merit students will utilize selection criteria set by the company.

About EduSys
Since its inception, EduSys has supported the educational goals of many institutions by
providing an extremely affordable technology solution. It has been supporting schools to help
them uplift and establish a seamless institute administration and management. This
Scholarship program is focusing on making a positive impact on the educational ecosystem
to drive it to a better future.
EduSys is a cloud-based online ERP software that provides administration with necessary
tools to conduct activities which simply operations in institution. Anywhere from registering
students into school/ college, assigning entrants and wardens to dormitories, trailing schoolowned vehicles, track students, faculty and employees attendance, fee payments, creating
assignments, publishing results to issuing parents access to essential details can be executed
using this application. This portable application can be accessed on mobile phones as well.

